We’re hiring!

If you are a skilled graduate student writer who would like to support other graduate students, learn more about becoming a Graduate Writing Center (GWC) consultant! The Graduate College GWC is accepting applications for the fall ’22 term through August 1st.

Graduate writing consultants are experienced graduate student writers, hailing from a variety of disciplines across campus, including the STEM fields. They work with advanced student writers from UVM’s graduate degree programs, online, in-person, and via email. A consultant can't write or correct a paper but can help students take a next step with a particular project and with perspectives and strategies that can apply to other writing situations. In addition to directly supporting student writers, graduate writing consultants participate in paid training and staff development.

Please see this page for additional details about the GWC, becoming a consultant, and applying: https://www.uvm.edu/gradwriting/become-consultant

Holly Painter, Lecturer in the Department of English and Interim GWC Coordinator (following the retirement of Nancy Welch), will be reviewing applications for early August interviews.

If you are a staff or faculty member receiving this email, please consider forwarding this announcement to graduate students who may be interested and a good fit. Also, if you have a place to post such announcements, please post.

Thank you,

The Graduate Writing Center
gradwriting@uvm.edu